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 Real-Time Volatilities
 A service to access implied market volatilities in B-PIPE.

Overview

Market volatilities are one of the most important inputs into 
derivatives pricing models across all asset classes. Accessing 
accurate and reliable volatilities is key to properly price and  
risk-manage vanilla and exotic derivatives.

Also, volatilities represent the market expectations on future 
price movements, therefore they’re extremely valuable in 
generating trading signals. 

Bloomberg calculates implied volatilities on all asset classes 
using a variety of methodologies that have been developed  
in the last ten years by our quantitative research and 
development groups. Together with other derivatives data  
like curves and dividends, Bloomberg Volatilities are leveraged 
in the Bloomberg Terminal pricing functions, in the Bloomberg 
Risk and Portfolio systems and offered as premium dataset in 
Bloomberg Data License. 

The Real-Time Volatilities service in B-PIPE adds further value  
to the overall business proposition by allowing clients to 
consume volatilities as a real-time stream, to feed black box  
and derived applications, and display applications for  
Bloomberg Terminal users. 

Real-Time Volatilities are beneficial for all the front office 
applications that are real-time in nature, where a subscription 
(stream) service is preferred..

The Real-Time Volatilities are provided by two calculation 
engines — BVOL and LIVE, with different methodologies and 
calculation frequencies depending on the type of underlying.

Current coverage includes:

BVOL & LIVE — Equity indexes, single names, ETFs,  
on all major exchanges. 

BVOL — FX currencies on over 200 currency pairs.

For listed underlyings, the volatilities are offered in real 
time, with no need for clients to have a real-time exchange 
subscription and no reporting requirements. Available  
fields include bid/ask quotes, timestamps among others. 

The BVOL equity engine

The BVOL equity engine produces large and arbitrage free 
surfaces, that are robust, stable and subject to extensive 
quality controls. They can be used as reference for pricing 
and risk applications. 

The surfaces are based on prices of liquid listed options 
and completed with OTC sourced volatility contribution. 
They are snapshot based and produced at discrete intervals 
during the day.

Implied forwards are calculated to correctly replicate market 
conditions at each snapshot time and are available for 
consumption in B-PIPE. 

The SPX BVOL Volatility Surface. Each point is available for consumption in the Real-Time Volatilities service, across 
different formats (moneyness/deltas, listed expiries/tenors).
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The LIVE equity engine

The LIVE engine calculates implied vols and greeks on each individual listed option, 
feeding the OMON function in the Bloomberg Terminal. 

The Real-Time Volatilities service offers access to a subset of what the LIVE engine 
produces, e.g., a standardized grid of interpolated asynchronous points (the LIVE grid), 
that are produced in real time and based on changes in the listed option bid/ask quotes. 

The LIVE grid gives a very faithful representation of the listed market and can be used  
to feed trading algos.

The LIVE grid for SPX Index. Each point is available for consumption in the Real-Time Volatilities service. 

The BVOL surface for EURUSD. Each point is available for consumption in the Real-Time Volatilities service,  
in risk reversal/butterfly or put/call delta formats.

The BVOL FX engine

The BVOL FX surfaces are based on contributions from a large number of market makers 
and brokers. They update in real time based on changes on each individual contributed 
point. The surfaces provide a very accurate representation of the FX options market,  
for both derivatives pricing and algo trading.

Delivery & support

The Real-Time Volatilities are offered as a service in B-PIPE. Bloomberg’s global teams 
of financial engineers, along with strong data and quant teams, provide 24/7 support. 
Bloomberg values client suggestions and continues to improve service and data coverage.


